Abstract: Map generalization utilizes transformation operations to derive smaller-scale maps from larger-scale maps, and is a key procedure for the modelling and understanding of geographic space. Studies to date have largely applied a fixed tolerance to aggregate clustered buildings into a single object, resulting in the loss of details that meet cartographic constraints and may be of importance for users. This study aims to develop a method that amalgamates clustered buildings gradually without significant modification of geometry, while preserving the map details as much as possible under cartographic constraints. The amalgamation process consists of three key steps. First, individual buildings are grouped into distinct clusters by using the graph-based spatial clustering application with random forest (GSCARF) method. Second, building clusters are decomposed into scaling subgroups according to homogeneity with regard to the mean distance of subgroups. Thus, hierarchies of building clusters can be derived based on scaling subgroups. Finally, an amalgamation operation is progressively performed from the bottom-level subgroups to the top-level subgroups using the maximum distance of each subgroup as the amalgamating tolerance instead of using a fixed tolerance. As a consequence of this step, generalized intermediate scaling results are available, which can form the multi-scale representation of buildings. The experimental results show that the proposed method can generate amalgams with correct details, statistical area balance and orthogonal shape while satisfying cartographic constraints (e.g., minimum distance and minimum area).
Introduction
Map generalization is a procedure that utilizes transformation operations such as elimination, amalgamation, displacement, and simplification to solve spatial conflicts and derive smaller-scale maps from larger-scale maps [1] . Map generalization is an important means of modelling and understanding geographical phenomena [2] . When updating multi-representation databases, we often implement map generalization in order to propagate updates from the source scale to high-level scales [3, 4] . The process of map generalization can be decomposed into model generalization and cartographic generalization [5, 6] . Model generalization aims to derive higher-level abstractions from a primary geographic database without considering the artistry for visualization, which can be viewed as a preprocessing step prior to visualization via cartographic generalization. Amalgamation that fuses buildings within a cluster into a single object for the next higher-level representation is an essential operation of model generalization for map production [7] , and attracts scientific interest from cartographic researchers [8] [9] [10] .
The process of amalgamation is challenging for urban environments where buildings with complex spatial distribution need to merge. Specifically, proper amalgamation needs to address the issues of both the identification of building clusters (i.e., the grouping of individual buildings into distinct clusters by analyzing the spatial relations between buildings) [8, 11] and cartographic constraint requirements (e.g., maintain position accuracy, retain balance of the whole area, square shapes, and avoid short gap distance) [10] . Nevertheless, a variety of methods have been developed for specific sub-problems of amalgamation. For building patterns recognition, significant achievements have already been made [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
Previous research on the amalgamation of building clusters can be categorized into two types according to the processing data structure. The first is developed for raster data (if the source data is vector data, it is converted to raster data), including the method using morphologic operators (i.e., expansion and erosion) [18] [19] [20] , and the method using scanning on raster data in two vertical directions to fill gaps between buildings in order to implement amalgamation [10, 21] . These methods are difficult to fully control, as the solutions are designed for all scenarios without local tuning [14] , and are inappropriate for other generalization operations (e.g., simplification and rectangularity). In addition, they would result in the loss of position accuracy during the conversion between raster and vector data. The other types of amalgamation methods are developed for vector data, which have been extensively studied. Strategies employed by these methods can be categorized into four types, including aggregation by displacing, aggregation by flooding, aggregation by sampling, and aggregation by connecting objects [11] . In this paper we explore the last of these strategies, which uses the triangles connecting objects as connectors to merge objects, which is by far the most commonly used methodology [22] . Triangles from the Delaunay triangulation can provide explicit spatial relationships between features, and can used be to guide the amalgamation process [3, [7] [8] [9] 23] . When applying the Delaunay triangulation to aggregate buildings within clusters, it is critical to determine which triangle is to be removed or maintained. The measured parameters include the position, angle, and height of a triangle and the mean length of its three edges [7, 24] . As a result, these methods often involve considerable empirical thresholds for comparison. Moreover, such methods prefer to employ a global and fixed amalgamating distance to aggregate buildings within a cluster, which would result in some details of amalgams being lost, although these details meet cartographic constraints and are important to users.
In this paper, we present a progressive strategy for the amalgamation of building clusters based on the assumption that a building cluster recognized at the target scale may contain different levels of homogeneous subgroups according to certain variable conditions (e.g., mean distance) and that a hierarchy of that cluster can be derived. Thus, by decomposing a building cluster into scaled homogeneous subgroups (i.e., father clusters represent a coarse-scale grouping result, while their subgroups correspond to a fine-scale grouping result) to construct a hierarchy and progressively amalgamating subgroups from the bottom level to the highest level of the hierarchy, it is possible to obtain an amalgam with better preserved details that satisfy cartographic constraints and may be of importance for users. Moreover, it can avoid the necessity of employing considerable empirical parameters. To obtain such amalgams, the following requirements need to be considered: (1) as a prerequisite of amalgamation, an appropriate grouping method to detect building clusters must be found; (2) it must be determined which criteria define the homogeneity of subgroups for decomposing the building clusters; and (3) building subgroups must be amalgamated progressively without significant modification of geometry. Figure 1 illustrates the proposed framework for the amalgamation of building clusters, which consists of three major parts with details to be explained in the following sections. 
Methodology

Grouping Individual Buildings into Clusters
Some grouping methods only consider the proximity of buildings and obtain building clusters based on the buffering analysis [23, [25] [26] [27] . Though this is a prerequisite step of the amalgamation, it alone is insufficient when dealing with a complex distribution of buildings. In this paper, building grouping is implemented by using the graph-based spatial clustering application with random forest (GSCARF) [17] , which consists of a multilevel graph partitioning algorithm and a binary classifier with a random forest algorithm. Before grouping, the spatial dataset of buildings is first partitioned into a series of building blocks in order to improve the efficiency of processing, and thus each of the blocks is an individual treatment unit in the subsequent analysis. During grouping, the method first identifies building group patterns from potential building clusters based on the binary classifier, and further partitions those building clusters with no recognized patterns based on the graph partitioning method. The scale of building group patterns recognized with GSCARF is determined by the input sample data. These sample data are building patterns that are manually recognized at a certain scale which are used to build the binary classifier. In this study, a sample of building patterns recognized at the scale of 1:10,000 was selected to build the classifier. Compared with other grouping methods [14, 15, 28] , this grouping approach is well suited for the model generalization of maps, as it is capable of identifying a variety of building clusters in an unsupervised way [13] . Further details regarding the GSCARF can be found in the literature [17] . 
Some grouping methods only consider the proximity of buildings and obtain building clusters based on the buffering analysis [23, [25] [26] [27] . Though this is a prerequisite step of the amalgamation, it alone is insufficient when dealing with a complex distribution of buildings. In this paper, building grouping is implemented by using the graph-based spatial clustering application with random forest (GSCARF) [17] , which consists of a multilevel graph partitioning algorithm and a binary classifier with a random forest algorithm. Before grouping, the spatial dataset of buildings is first partitioned into a series of building blocks in order to improve the efficiency of processing, and thus each of the blocks is an individual treatment unit in the subsequent analysis. During grouping, the method first identifies building group patterns from potential building clusters based on the binary classifier, and further partitions those building clusters with no recognized patterns based on the graph partitioning method. The scale of building group patterns recognized with GSCARF is determined by the input sample data. These sample data are building patterns that are manually recognized at a certain scale which are used to build the binary classifier. In this study, a sample of building patterns recognized at the scale of 1:10,000 was selected to build the classifier. Compared with other grouping methods [14, 15, 28] , this grouping approach is well suited for the model generalization of maps, as it is capable of identifying a variety of building clusters in an unsupervised way [13] . Further details regarding the GSCARF can be found in the literature [17] .
Deriving Hierarchies by Segmenting Building Clusters
In this study, we suppose that building clusters can be segmented into scaling subgroups based on certain homogeneous criteria, which leads to vertical relationships among subgroups, and thus a hierarchy of each cluster can be derived (Figure 2a ). Such subgroups are obtained by using the aforementioned graph partitioning process, whereas the stop condition is determined by the standard deviation of distances instead of the classifier. That is, if the standard deviation of mean distances (Equation (1)) of a building cluster is higher than a given value, the cluster is further partitioned into multiple subgroups; otherwise, the cluster is not. The distance criterion is employed because the elimination of triangles within Delaunay triangulation during the amalgamation process is based on distance tolerance. This process is continued until all subgroups satisfy the condition. A tree data structure is developed to store the hierarchy of a building cluster (Figure 2a ). Three kinds of nodes are recognized in the tree of a building cluster: the root node (the top node), inner nodes, and leaf nodes. The root node corresponds to the initial building cluster. An inner node denotes a subgroup that can be decomposed into multiple smaller subgroups. A leaf node denotes a subgroup that requires no further partitioning, inner nodes belong to unique parent nodes and have several children, while leaf nodes have no children. Note that building subgroups represented by nodes at the same level may represent different scaling grouping results. For example, all leaf nodes can represent a grouping result at a given scale, whereas the nodes at level two can also form another scaling grouping result. As a consequence, it is possible to obtain various scaling grouping results from the tree, which is a prerequisite for generating the whole continuous spectrum of levels of detail (LODs). 
In this study, we suppose that building clusters can be segmented into scaling subgroups based on certain homogeneous criteria, which leads to vertical relationships among subgroups, and thus a hierarchy of each cluster can be derived (Figure 2a ). Such subgroups are obtained by using the aforementioned graph partitioning process, whereas the stop condition is determined by the standard deviation of distances instead of the classifier. That is, if the standard deviation of mean distances (Equation (1)) of a building cluster is higher than a given value, the cluster is further partitioned into multiple subgroups; otherwise, the cluster is not. The distance criterion is employed because the elimination of triangles within Delaunay triangulation during the amalgamation process is based on distance tolerance. This process is continued until all subgroups satisfy the condition. A tree data structure is developed to store the hierarchy of a building cluster (Figure 2a ). Three kinds of nodes are recognized in the tree of a building cluster: the root node (the top node), inner nodes, and leaf nodes. The root node corresponds to the initial building cluster. An inner node denotes a subgroup that can be decomposed into multiple smaller subgroups. A leaf node denotes a subgroup that requires no further partitioning, inner nodes belong to unique parent nodes and have several children, while leaf nodes have no children. Note that building subgroups represented by nodes at the same level may represent different scaling grouping results. For example, all leaf nodes can represent a grouping result at a given scale, whereas the nodes at level two can also form another scaling grouping result. As a consequence, it is possible to obtain various scaling grouping results from the tree, which is a prerequisite for generating the whole continuous spectrum of levels of detail (LODs). The mean distance of adjacent buildings is derived as follows:
where ℎ , , denotes the height of the triangle with the base that falls in either adjacent building polygon, , , denotes the distance between the two middle points of the sides of a triangle that links two adjacent buildings. The mean distance of adjacent buildings is derived as follows:
where h i,j,k denotes the height of the triangle k with the base that falls in either adjacent building polygon, l i,j,k denotes the distance between the two middle points of the sides of a triangle k that links two adjacent buildings.
Progressive Amalgamation Based on Hierarchies of Building Groups
Since hierarchies of building clusters are composed of scaling subgroups, it is intuitive that the amalgamation of a building cluster would be performed in a bottom-up fashion. That is, buildings within the bottom-level subgroups are amalgamated into objects first, then they form the next-level objects that require amalgamation. This procedure is iteratively executed until no unprocessed subgroup remains. Thus, the amalgamation of building groups is performed in a progressive fashion (Figure 2c ). In this process, the aggregating distance is a critical parameter that could influence the generalization results and computational efficiency. The aggregating distance determines whether a triangle that connects two adjacent buildings is to be deleted or not. The remaining triangles will be merged with their connecting buildings into an object. These remaining triangles will influence the shape and the area of a merged object. If the distance is set too large, some significant details of the contour of a building cluster would be lost during amalgamation, which would result in a simpler amalgamated object whose whole area is out-of-balance in comparison with the original buildings. Conversely, if the threshold is set too low, some redundant details are retained, possibly even resulting in some single buildings that are not aggregated into the amalgam. To overcome such deficiencies, a dynamically computed threshold would be more appropriate. More specifically, the aggregating distance is to be set to the maximum distance between adjacent buildings within a homogeneous subgroup in every iterative fusing process. To get the maximum distance, a minimum spanning tree (MST) [12, 29] is constructed for each building subgroup. In each MST, nodes represent buildings, and edges between nodes denote the nearest-proximity relationships between objects (buildings) based on distances between buildings ( Figure 3c ). 
Since hierarchies of building clusters are composed of scaling subgroups, it is intuitive that the amalgamation of a building cluster would be performed in a bottom-up fashion. That is, buildings within the bottom-level subgroups are amalgamated into objects first, then they form the next-level objects that require amalgamation. This procedure is iteratively executed until no unprocessed subgroup remains. Thus, the amalgamation of building groups is performed in a progressive fashion (Figure 2c ). In this process, the aggregating distance is a critical parameter that could influence the generalization results and computational efficiency. The aggregating distance determines whether a triangle that connects two adjacent buildings is to be deleted or not. The remaining triangles will be merged with their connecting buildings into an object. These remaining triangles will influence the shape and the area of a merged object. If the distance is set too large, some significant details of the contour of a building cluster would be lost during amalgamation, which would result in a simpler amalgamated object whose whole area is out-of-balance in comparison with the original buildings. Conversely, if the threshold is set too low, some redundant details are retained, possibly even resulting in some single buildings that are not aggregated into the amalgam. To overcome such deficiencies, a dynamically computed threshold would be more appropriate. More specifically, the aggregating distance is to be set to the maximum distance between adjacent buildings within a homogeneous subgroup in every iterative fusing process. To get the maximum distance, a minimum spanning tree (MST) [12, 29] is constructed for each building subgroup. In each MST, nodes represent buildings, and edges between nodes denote the nearest-proximity relationships between objects (buildings) based on distances between buildings ( Figure 3c ). The procedure for amalgamating a homogeneous building group consists of three key steps: (1) A constrained Delaunay triangulation (CDT) [30, 31] is constructed for all buildings within each individual block (Figure 3a) . Before creating the CDT, it is necessary to add some points on the line segments of buildings and roads at an interval to avoid producing narrow triangles [10] . However, not all triangles are useful for amalgamating building clusters such as those only connecting one building, and those connecting buildings and roads simultaneously. Thus, after removing the above The procedure for amalgamating a homogeneous building group consists of three key steps: (1) A constrained Delaunay triangulation (CDT) [30, 31] is constructed for all buildings within each individual block (Figure 3a) . Before creating the CDT, it is necessary to add some points on the line segments of buildings and roads at an interval to avoid producing narrow triangles [10] . However, not all triangles are useful for amalgamating building clusters such as those only connecting one building, and those connecting buildings and roads simultaneously. Thus, after removing the above triangles, the revised CDT can be obtained ( Figure 3b) . (2) Triangles connecting buildings within the same group are filtered based on the maximum edge of the MST (Figure 3c ). That is, if the height of a triangle is over the maximum distance of the group, this triangle is removed. (3) Remaining triangles are used to fuse the buildings within a group into an object ( Figure 3d ). In this way, the contour, the whole area, and the position accuracy of amalgamated objects are well maintained during fusing, as some distinct concavities are not filled in (Figure 3d ).
Since the amalgamation algorithm generates amalgams with very granular geometries, two operations are required to modify them such that they satisfy cartographical constraints. A simplification operation is first carried out on the resulting amalgams, which make complex shapes simpler and smoother by filling in small concave corners while preserving the characteristics of features [23] . As rectangularity is an important characteristic of buildings, a rectangularity operator is applied to the post-simplification objects to convert near-rectangular interior angles to right angles. This operator is implemented by drawing a line perpendicular to the longer edge from the corresponding vertex connecting to the shorter edge and regenerating the shape of the polygon [3] .
Method Comparisons and Assessment
To understand the robustness of the proposed method based on comparative studies, the results derived by the same aggregation algorithm, but with its aggregating distance set to be the maximum distance of each building cluster (Max distance), the results generalized by ArcMap Aggregate Polygons tool (ArcMap) and the manual generalization map (Reference) are taken into account. The maximum distance of each building cluster is set to be the aggregating distance in order to ensure that all buildings can be merged into one object, which is commonly followed in previous studies [23] . Aggregate Polygons is one of the cartography tools in the ArcMap software, which is developed by an international supplier of geographic information systems (GIS), the Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI, Redlands, CA, USA). Although it is without building grouping, the ArcMap Aggregate Polygons tool is widely used in daily cartography as well other vector processing. When implementing this function, we need to input features-specify an aggregating distance greater than zero-and set the output file. Aggregation will only happen where two polygon boundaries are within the specified aggregation distance to each other. Further details regarding this tool can be found in its help file [32] .
Since the amalgamation process mainly consists of building grouping and amalgamation execution, the assessment in this study includes two aspects of accuracy assessment for pattern extraction and quality assessment for amalgamated results. Building patterns visually recognized by humans and manually generalized results are used as corresponding reference data for evaluating the effects of the proposal method. The accuracy assessment is based on the ratio of corrected groups recognized by the proposed method to referenced groups, which is commonly followed in the assessment of building pattern recognition [33] . Assessment of the amalgamation results involves evaluating the avoidance of short gap distance, the balance of the whole area, and the preservation of distribution Gestalt principles and square shapes [10] . This stage essentially assesses geometric quality and integrity based on certain constraints for a given scale. Considering the technical specifications adopted and published by the Standards Press of China [34] and previous studies on map generalization, the assessment of amalgamation results are focused on legibility constraints and the constraints for the preservation of appearance. Specifically, for representation at the scale of 1:10,000, the area of a feature should be not smaller than 200 m 2 on the ground, the minimum distance between objects should be more than 2 m, the minimum area of a hole inside a polygon should be more than 600 m 2 , and the length of the shortest edge that can be represented on a building is 3 m. For preservation constraints, the constraint with regard to shape preservation is considered. The assessment of shape preservation is based on the rationale that the shape of a fitted polygon is determined by its outline (edges). This is accomplished by buffering each point of building features using different buffer distances and calculating the percentage of points whose buffers intersect the buildings within corresponding clusters. For representation at the scale of 1:10,000, the percentage of points must be higher than 90% under the buffer distance of no more than 2.3 m [35] .
Test Data
For this research, an area located in the middle of downtown Guangzhou, Guangdong, was selected ( Figure 4 ). The spatial dataset at the scale of 1:2000 was provided by the Guangzhou Urban Planning and Design Survey Research Institute in the Guangdong province in China. The provided spatial dataset includes buildings and a road network in vector format. There are 38 building blocks and 3017 buildings in the study area. Visually, the distribution of buildings is complex, and various patterns are recognizable. For example, unstructured group patterns with high density are easily recognized by narrow roads across blocks (e.g., Block 29, Block 31, and Block 32) from "urban villages" (a unique phenomenon in Chinese urbanization processes wherein villages exist in the core areas of well-developed large cities). In addition, building group patterns such as linear patterns and L-shaped patterns can be identified from the blocks with urban landscapes that were well designed (e.g., Block 17, Block 18, and Block 19). Accordingly, this dataset provides an ideal study case that is representative of the complex urban environment in southern China.
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Results and Discussion
All experiments were performed on a personal computer with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4460 CPU (central processing unit) and a memory of 8 GB. All algorithms proposed in Section 2 were realized using C# on Microsoft Windows 7 (×64). Component libraries and tool libraries of ArcGIS Engine 10.1 were applied to developed related algorithms. Figure 5 presents four 1:10,000 generalized results derived by using different methods. Compared to manual generalization results (Figure 5a) , some difference can be identified from the generalized results derived by automatic methods (Figure 5b-d) . For example, discernible details of the generalized results derived by the proposed method were maintained as much as possible, whereas those of the results generalized by group maximum distance were eliminated (built-up area marked with black rectangles in Figure 5c ). These details make the contours of generalized objects more similar to the outlines of the corresponding building clusters. In addition, some open spaces connecting to roads are preserved in the generalized results derived by using the proposed method, while the method using group maximum distance would fill these open spaces during the amalgamation (built-up area marked with black circles in Figure 5c ). Since it is without building 
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Parts of map objects should have a minimal size to be clearly legible, which is an important legibility constraint in map generalization [36] . Figure 9 plots the percentage of each length of polygon line segments. There is a small portion of line segments shorter than three meters, indicating that both methods need improvement. These defects of generalized objects may result from the rectangularity operator that is performed on post-simplification objects. However, it is apparent that the presented method still performed better than the max distance method. In addition, from Figure 8 we can see that polygons derived by the proposed method have a lower deviation of the area of generalized objects from that of the original buildings. Normally, if the area of a fitted polygon must be close to that of a cluster, the more short line segments the polygon has, the better the generated polygon will fit the cluster. Thus, from the two figures we can reasonably infer that Figure 8 . Regressions between the areas of building clusters and the areas of modelled generalized objects that were derived from (a) the proposed method; and (b) the method by using the maximum distance of each building cluster.
Parts of map objects should have a minimal size to be clearly legible, which is an important legibility constraint in map generalization [36] . Figure 9 plots the percentage of each length of polygon line segments. There is a small portion of line segments shorter than three meters, indicating that both methods need improvement. These defects of generalized objects may result from the rectangularity operator that is performed on post-simplification objects. However, it is apparent that the presented method still performed better than the max distance method. In addition, from Figure 8 we can see that polygons derived by the proposed method have a lower deviation of the area of generalized objects from that of the original buildings. Normally, if the area of a fitted polygon must be close to that of a cluster, the more short line segments the polygon has, the better the generated polygon will fit the cluster. Thus, from the two figures we can reasonably infer that the Max distance method may result in more short edges which deviate from the outlines of building clusters. This may be because some large V-shaped concave corners of building clusters are almost filled (buildings marked with rectangles in Figure 5c ) by the maximum distance method. These line segments can be regarded as the "false" edges of fitting objects. the Max distance method may result in more short edges which deviate from the outlines of building clusters. This may be because some large V-shaped concave corners of building clusters are almost filled (buildings marked with rectangles in Figure 5c ) by the maximum distance method. These line segments can be regarded as the "false" edges of fitting objects. During the amalgamation of building clusters, the outlines of fitted polygons should be similar to the initial states of clusters. The more points of a fitted polygon that are close to the outline of a cluster, the better the fitted polygon is. Figure 10 displays the percentage of points whose buffers intersect the buildings within corresponding clusters. Both methods achieved good results, as the percentage of points under the given buffer distance (no more than 2.3 m) is far higher than 90%. Moreover, from this figure we can infer that polygons derived by the proposed method present a higher compactness. This corollary is consistent with the above analysis that polygons derived by proposed method have a lower RMSE in area comparison (Figure 8 ). As a preprocessing step prior to amalgamation, building grouping is essential to the effectiveness of the proposed method. Figure 11 shows the grouping results detected at the scale of During the amalgamation of building clusters, the outlines of fitted polygons should be similar to the initial states of clusters. The more points of a fitted polygon that are close to the outline of a cluster, the better the fitted polygon is. Figure 10 displays the percentage of points whose buffers intersect the buildings within corresponding clusters. Both methods achieved good results, as the percentage of points under the given buffer distance (no more than 2.3 m) is far higher than 90%. Moreover, from this figure we can infer that polygons derived by the proposed method present a higher compactness. This corollary is consistent with the above analysis that polygons derived by proposed method have a lower RMSE in area comparison (Figure 8) . the Max distance method may result in more short edges which deviate from the outlines of building clusters. This may be because some large V-shaped concave corners of building clusters are almost filled (buildings marked with rectangles in Figure 5c ) by the maximum distance method. These line segments can be regarded as the "false" edges of fitting objects. During the amalgamation of building clusters, the outlines of fitted polygons should be similar to the initial states of clusters. The more points of a fitted polygon that are close to the outline of a cluster, the better the fitted polygon is. Figure 10 displays the percentage of points whose buffers intersect the buildings within corresponding clusters. Both methods achieved good results, as the percentage of points under the given buffer distance (no more than 2.3 m) is far higher than 90%. Moreover, from this figure we can infer that polygons derived by the proposed method present a higher compactness. This corollary is consistent with the above analysis that polygons derived by proposed method have a lower RMSE in area comparison (Figure 8 ). As a preprocessing step prior to amalgamation, building grouping is essential to the effectiveness of the proposed method. Figure 11 shows the grouping results detected at the scale of As a preprocessing step prior to amalgamation, building grouping is essential to the effectiveness of the proposed method. Figure 11 shows the grouping results detected at the scale of 1:10,000 for the tested data. Buildings marked in sky blue with red outlines were grouped to the same clusters, whereas erroneous building clusters are marked in green with blue outlines. Visually, most buildings were correctly grouped in terms of patterns (e.g., linear pattern, L-shaped pattern, and high-density pattern), providing good preparation for the amalgamation of building clusters and demonstrating that the grouping method is effective in recognizing different building group patterns. Overall, the grouping method is able to detect 96.88% of the building group patterns correctly. 1:10,000 for the tested data. Buildings marked in sky blue with red outlines were grouped to the same clusters, whereas erroneous building clusters are marked in green with blue outlines. Visually, most buildings were correctly grouped in terms of patterns (e.g., linear pattern, L-shaped pattern, and high-density pattern), providing good preparation for the amalgamation of building clusters and demonstrating that the grouping method is effective in recognizing different building group patterns. Overall, the grouping method is able to detect 96.88% of the building group patterns correctly. Since building clusters were decomposed into various scaling subgroups and progressive generalization was carried out throughout the whole continuous spectrum of subgroups, a side effect of this process is that intermediate generalized results are available. These results can form the continuous scale representations of buildings. They are called continuous scale representations because they were generated by continuous generalization [37] , which leads to the representations of two adjacent scales without other intermediate generalized results. For continuous representation, it Since building clusters were decomposed into various scaling subgroups and progressive generalization was carried out throughout the whole continuous spectrum of subgroups, a side effect of this process is that intermediate generalized results are available. These results can form the continuous scale representations of buildings. They are called continuous scale representations because they were generated by continuous generalization [37] , which leads to the representations of two adjacent scales without other intermediate generalized results. For continuous representation, it is critical to quantify the scale parameter. Here the maximal distance of each subgroup is used to quantify the scale parameter. When a value of this parameter is given, we can obtain a level detail of buildings (a generalized result) from the clusters whose maximal distances are no more than this value. Thus, the links among building clusters, generalized objects, and scale parameter values can be stored intrinsically; these links are often missing in multi-scale representations [38] . Figures 12 and 13 present an example of how these links are derived. Note that they only give an impression of contents at different map scales without corresponding to correct user impression when zooming in on the map. In order to display the relationship between subgroups clearly, 0.5 m is set as the max distance of those subgroups whose buildings touch each other. Obviously, there are only six scaling representations for this set of buildings. The finest scaling grouping results consist of eight building subgroups with the scale parameter value (Max distance) of less than 0.5 m, whereas that of the coarsest scaling grouping results composed of only the largest group is 2.8 m. In addition, the scale of each level of detail is not fixed, but changes in a certain range-namely, the scale interval ( Figure 13 ). In other words, the level of detail will not change in a scale interval. is critical to quantify the scale parameter. Here the maximal distance of each subgroup is used to quantify the scale parameter. When a value of this parameter is given, we can obtain a level detail of buildings (a generalized result) from the clusters whose maximal distances are no more than this value. Thus, the links among building clusters, generalized objects, and scale parameter values can be stored intrinsically; these links are often missing in multi-scale representations [38] . Figures 12 and  13 present an example of how these links are derived. Note that they only give an impression of contents at different map scales without corresponding to correct user impression when zooming in on the map. In order to display the relationship between subgroups clearly, 0.5 m is set as the max distance of those subgroups whose buildings touch each other. Obviously, there are only six scaling representations for this set of buildings. The finest scaling grouping results consist of eight building subgroups with the scale parameter value (Max distance) of less than 0.5 m, whereas that of the coarsest scaling grouping results composed of only the largest group is 2.8 m. In addition, the scale of each level of detail is not fixed, but changes in a certain range-namely, the scale interval ( Figure  13 ). In other words, the level of detail will not change in a scale interval. Figure 12 . The hierarchy of a building cluster inside Block 1. The maximal distance of each subgroup is used to quantify the scale parameter. Those subgroups with a distance value less than a given threshold form a scaling grouping result. In the hierarchy, nodes denote building subgroups, and the connected lines between nodes represent their hierarchical relationships. Figure 12 . The hierarchy of a building cluster inside Block 1. The maximal distance of each subgroup is used to quantify the scale parameter. Those subgroups with a distance value less than a given threshold form a scaling grouping result. In the hierarchy, nodes denote building subgroups, and the connected lines between nodes represent their hierarchical relationships. Figure 13 . Multi-scale representations of buildings created with the proposed method. The level of detail will not change in a scale interval. The lower limit of a scale interval denotes the moment when a level detail of buildings come into being, whereas the upper limit indicates that the representation of buildings will disappear under this given value. Note that all objects are displayed at the same scale in order to clearly show the effects of the amalgamation process.
Conclusions
This study set out to amalgamate building clusters gradually without a significant modification of geometry while preserving the details of generalized objects as much as possible under cartographic constraints. To accomplish this goal, this study proposed a progressive strategy of amalgamation based on scaling subgroups, which consists of a building grouping method, a method for deriving hierarchies of building clusters, and a progressive amalgamation algorithm.
We validated our approach on a vector dataset together with some quantitative measurements. Comparative studies first revealed that building grouping is essential to the amalgamation of building clusters. This is because the methods without building grouping would often cause the buildings within multiple distinct clusters to be merged into one large object. The research also showed that the generalized objects derived from simple building clusters that only have one level are almost the same, even though they were generalized by different methods. However, for the complex clusters that have multiple levels, the outlines of fitted polygons derived by the proposed method are more similar to those of clusters. The reason is that the proposed method progressively aggregates buildings within subgroups from the bottom level to the highest level and uses the maximum distance of each subgroup as the amalgamating tolerance in every iterative fusing process. Thus, significant modification of geometry is avoided while the details of generalized objects are preserved as much as possible during the amalgamation process. Taken together, these results suggest that we should pay more attention to the complex clusters with multiple levels and may amalgamate them in a progressive fashion when generating maps. In addition, the proposed method will prove useful in multi-scale representations, as it can generate continuous representations and provide links among building clusters, generalized objects, and scale parameter values.
Further tests are needed to improve the proposed method (e.g., testing it with more spatial datasets from different scales), and more generalization operators (e.g., displacement and typification) should be integrated in the process. More work is also needed to automatically calibrate parameters (e.g., homogeneous criteria and scale index) used in the presented strategy. Figure 13 . Multi-scale representations of buildings created with the proposed method. The level of detail will not change in a scale interval. The lower limit of a scale interval denotes the moment when a level detail of buildings come into being, whereas the upper limit indicates that the representation of buildings will disappear under this given value. Note that all objects are displayed at the same scale in order to clearly show the effects of the amalgamation process.
Further tests are needed to improve the proposed method (e.g., testing it with more spatial datasets from different scales), and more generalization operators (e.g., displacement and typification) should be integrated in the process. More work is also needed to automatically calibrate parameters (e.g., homogeneous criteria and scale index) used in the presented strategy.
